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CHAPTEH I
'l"'HE PROSLF::M AND Ll?v'!ITATIONS OF TflC STUDY

The traditional science program taught in most eecondat..y
schools today has bet!!n subject to criticism frorri both educators
and laymt;n. The growing recognition. of the inadequacy of the
progr'am has been expressed th1"ough the d.cvclop:ment of numerous

new courses to enrich the science curriculum. ()ne of the more
recent additions to the currtculmn has

b~en

the

hit~h

school course

lo physical science--a course which was intended to be in

kei:.~ptng

wtth the current trend of emphasis on ;:seneral education.

Althou1~h

the course at prasent bas no standard body of suh3ect matter, as
have the pure chemistry and physics courses. it has basically been
pattcrn~d ai't~r

the high school course in genera.I biology.

There-

for-e, all the phystcal sclences--physica. chemistry, ::,;;eology .and
phyt:dcal geography, astronomy, and

met~orolo~·-rnay

be inte-

grated into the course of study. Many believe that such an integrated

course may better fulfill the requirements of a general education.
1. THE

PROBL'I~M

(l) to determin~ the predominant characteri:Jtics,

content, functions,

and place of the High School course in physical science tn relation
to the over-all science program, (2) to disclose some of the current

practices found to be moat applicable to the course, and (3) to
determine the most important values and limitations of the course

as it bas currently been taught.
Importance ot_the _!t~d,l.

The growing belief of the need for

improvement and reorganization of the secondary school science
currtculWl"I has stimulated far-sighted educators Into .modifying the
traditional program. Many new courses have been developed, hut
there has been a need for more knowledge of these improvements
and for further research into the nature ot each course. Moat of the
information available on the course in physical science has been
theoretical In nature and has not pertained directly to current
practices actually being used by tb.ose who teach the course. The

results of this survey may be of aome help to (1) administrators
and supervisors who are considering the course tn physical science
as an addition to their present actence program. (2) teachers in the
field who may be expected to teach the course in the future, and
(3) teachers in training who wish to prepare themselves for teaching
thiB course.

3
~oda

and

p~edurea.

ln order to locate schools through·

ou.t the country teaching the course in physical science a list of four
known publishers of high school phyatcal science textbooks wae
complled from

~

American Educational Catalo.s.

A letter waa

sent to each publisher explaining the purpose of thta study and

requesting a list of achoola using their texts. A similar letter wae
sent to eight other publishers believed to have possibly been pubUahiniJ high school physical science textbooks.
Answers were received from nine of the twelve publishers
contacted. The seven replies from the possible publishers indicated

that their physical science textbooks were used only by colleges or
were out of print. Two of the known publishers replied; one indicated that the information requested was not available, while the

other. D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., forwarded three lists of

orders placed for their textbook
by Hogg, Cross, and Little.

~laical_ Sciences

for !!!.e_ Schools,

The lists were ( 1) from publication,

1951, through August 15, 1952, (2) from August 15, 1952, through
December 31, 1953,. and (3) during 1953. They indicated that lists

for 1954 and 1955 were not available.
A mailing list ot 213 high schools and 8 school districts from

thirty .. four states and the District of Columbia was compiled from the

above three Usta. A questionnaire accompanied by a personal letter

4

was mailed to the head of th;.:: dcpart:r.ent of science of each of the
218 high schools. and a letter with enclosed questlonnatres and
letters (the number

or enclosures depended

upon the slze of the

city) was malled to the director of secondary education of each of

the 8 school districts. It was requested that he forward the enclos&:id
questionnaire& and letters to the head

or the

deportrment of science

of eti.ch of the schools in his district that presently taught or had
in the past taught the course in physical science.

II. LIMITATIONS OF' TH.£ STUDY
This study was limited to the course in physical science.
which was but one o! the many new cotu"'ses developed to enrich
the secondary school scknce progra.m. The survey did not include
schools teachtng tht: course '-\1.thout the aid of a standard textbook;
schools usintt textbooks which
than the

on~ coverli~d

w~re

secured from

sourc~s

other

by this study: or schools which n:Jay have

begun teaching the course in the school years 1954-55 or 1955-56.

CHAPTER II
HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION
OF THE COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE
The exact function ot the course in pbysicl)ll science has yet
to be determined. It has been felt by some that it should be a fusion
of chemistry and physics, and function as a substitute for these

courses. This point of view was ex::presaed by Peterson in the

following statement: nit was intended that the new course retain
the vigor of the better chemistry and physics courses and include
the moat important concepts common to both fields. 11 1 Others
have felt that the course might include all the physical sciences
and function as a step in the sequence of science courses to provide
a background for further study ln chemistry and physics.

This has

been accomplished by substituting the course in physical science
for general science and teaching general science in lower gradea. 2
Still others have felt that the course should function as a general

lshaUer Peterson, 0 The Evaluation of a One· Year Course,
The Fuston of Physics and Chemistry, with Other Physical Science
Couraes, 11 Sclen£!_ Education, 29:255, December, 1946.
2Nelaon L. Lowry, ,.Biology and Physical Science for Nlnthand-Tenth•Orade Students, u Science Education, 35:71, March, 1951.

6

education course for students whose secondary education ls
terminal or for non-acience college preparatory students. Two
administrators have expreesed this view as follows:
We have one course tor those who intend to major in
the aubject, and who have a liking for it., together with
a natural talent: arid another ~· e. , physical ectenceJ
for those who wtah a beginning course for general education purposes. 3
A problem of areat concern in the development of a new
course has been the willingness of the institutions of higher learning
to accept the course for college entrance. It was felt by some that
the trend baa been to accept thoae courses the high schools have

designated as college p.reparatory. 4

The Forty-Stxth Yearbook of

the National Society for the Study of Edacatton indicated that colleges
were generally willing to recognize the physical science course as a
bona-fide college entrance unit for the non-science major. 5 In 1945.
Carleton surveyed ninety-five colleges concerning tb.elr willingness

3Q. L. Ratrlck and John G. Read. ucrtteria for Evaluating
a Secondary School Science Program. u Educational Administration
!.!!!! Supervision, 3&::ua, May, 1950.

4"Robert H. Carleton, "The Acceptability of Physical Science
as a College Entrance Unit., 11 Science Education, 30:127-132, April,

1946.

,

5 11 The Course in Physical Science, 0 Science Education in
American School•. Forty-stxtb Yearbook of the National Societyfor
the Study of Education, Part I (Chicago, llUnots: University of
Chicago Preas, 1947), p. 191.

7

to accredit such courses; of the seventy-six colleges responding
to hts survey, none refused to approve them. In conclusion.
Carleton stated that:
Colleges are more inclined to be liberal in the nature
and variety of aecondary•eebool courses which they wlll
accept as entrance units than many secondary•school
teacher•, counselors, and administrators gtve them. credit
for. 6
1. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE COURSE

Although the high school course in physical actence baa
generally been considered a new development, its history dates
back at least to the l930•a. Even before, many general science
courses were oriented around physical science .material, partlcularly it the teacher's preparation included only the physical sciences.
Research studies relating to physical science ln general education
go back

a1

far as 1933 when Wray attempted to determine what

items of chemical intormatlon would be rated high in functional

value by non-science spectaUsts. 7

The 1937 report of the Com-

mtttee on the Function of Science in General .Education included an
article by Tenney deacrtblq his eleventh grade fused physical

6carleton, ~· ~·, p. 131.
7n'Ibe Courae in Physical Science. fl

.2.e· ~·, p. 194.

8

science courae, 8 and tn 1939 Brown published an article deecrlbing th4; development of a course tn phyatca.l science. 9 Hunter and
Spore reported that in 1938· 39 over sevt:n thousand high school
students were enrolled in physical actence courses in California
alone. 10 By 1940 \ll.1atson reported that the hlgb schools of fiftyfour cities of over 25, 000 population, in twenty-six states, ottered
physical science courses. During \'iorld Viar II, physical science

courses were temporarily replaced by war oriented coursea.11

Johnson, in 1947-48, studied a "attattfted random sample"
of 755 of the 23, 947 public high schools. He found only seven

schools teaching courses ln physical science; however, he noted
that 61 of the 135 high schools offering science courses other than

general science, biology, chemistry, and physics included courses
of the physical science type. 12 He further stated:
8Asa c. Tenney. HA Fused Physical-Science Course, n
Science tn General Education, Report of the Committee on the Function of science tn General Education (New York: Appleton-Century,
1938), pp. 477-500.

9a. Emmett Brown, !!'!! Develoe,ment ~ .! Course~ J!!
Physical Sciences for the Lincoln School (New York: Teachers
College, Bureau ofPubifc1ll.tions, 1939).
l0 11 The Course tn Physical Science,

ti

~· cit., p. 190.

11lbld.

-

12 Phtlip G. Johnson, 1J!! Te,achl!!£ !:!!_Science_!!! Public Hijb
..
Schools, Federal Security Agency, Office of Education, Bulletin No. 9
(Washtn~"'ton: Government Printing Office, 1950).

9

The more numerous offertnas of addtttonal or alternate science couraes of the phyeical science type may
indicate that schools were searching for science otlertn1a
to interest pupils who did not elect the usual chemistry
and pbyetca couraes.1.S
The United States Office of Education reported that tn the 1948-49

school year over seven thousand students were enrolled tn pbyatcal
science course• offered in twenty ... one etatea. 14 The authors of a
current college textbook on science education aummarlzed the

present state of the course as follows:
The newer course in general ~•ical science seems
at present to have broken away trom the objoctlvee ot
physics and chemistry. ln most places the course is
taught for the values that it baa for aiding young people
tn the adjustment to Ute problems. Another interesting
trend tn some of tbe courses tn physical science ts the
emphasis placed on training tn the abilities of problemsolvt.ng and in the development ot desirable attitudes. 15
II. A DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE

-----------

The charactertettcs of the course.

In regard to the physical

13tbtd., p. 22.
14Philip G. Johnson, ' 1 0ccurrence of Science Couraea in
American High Schools, u The Bulletin of the Nattonal Aasoci.atlon of
Secondarz·School ~rlnctpa18," 37:23,
1953.
-

January,

15Elwood o. Heiss41 Ellsworth s. Oboum. and <..."'harles W.
Hoff.man, Modern Science Teachtns (New York: Ma.cmlllan Company,
1960), p. 24.

10

characteristtca. a recent •urvey tndtcated that the phyeteal actence
courae bas been eenerally designed for a full year•s duration, with
leas than five per cent designed for one ••meater. l6 A few were
planned aa two-year courses; the ftrst year was devoted to general
physical aclence and the second year to a aemeater of chemistry and
a semester of physlcs.17 The two-year course u•ually appeantd tn

the eleventh and twelfth grades. The aborter courae waa occasion·
ally offered tn the ninth grade, but was basleally destped for tenth,
eleventh, or twelfth gra1::le students.
One of the more important charactertattca baa been the
absence ot a standard course of study. 'Thia bas been considered by
some educator• as more of a boon than a detriment to the conactenttous actence teacher. The Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education emphaaized thle potnt by etattng:
He is thus free to negotiate, explore, and experiment.
to start wtth the interests and problems of hta own pupils,
and to draw on hts own community for eource materials
without betnf hampered by the old bugaboo (real or imaained)
of havtnr to "cover' 1 so much H ground" or of having to prepare hi• pupil• to meet ·1,he demands of certain eatabllsbed
examination•. He ts at liberty to •elect and organize hla own

16srown, 0 Trenda in High School Courses ln Integrated
Physical Science,,,£¥!• ~·, p. 86.
171btd.

11

content of subject matter and acttvttte• tn term• ot ht•
own reaeoned philoaopby. He can,. of course,. 1et some
help tn tbl• taak by revtewiq the relatively few publtshed
reaearcb atudtee relating to phyatcal actence tn general
education. 18
Another cbaractertattc of the course has been the emphaala

on general education. The Harvard Report 8tated that,

0

Sctence

i1Ultruott011 ln general education mould be cbaracterf.Ad by broad
lntepttve element• • • • 0 It further atated that the courH tn

phyatcal •clence abould

u. • •

be a ayatemattc preMntatlon of

concept• and prlnctplea of the pbyatcal actencee. • •• u18
Thia cbaractertatlc. with all lt• ramtflcatlona, waa brou.pt

out b;y a committee studying secondary education in the Ptttaburp
achoola. The committee felt that the phyatcal actence courae
abould be (1) for eleventh and twelfth 1rad• atudent• not gotna on
to colle1e. (2} l••• formal than pbyaice or cbemtatry. (I) more
practlcal and interpretive, (4) more deacrf.pttve with man7 application•. (8) purpoaetul t.n developtnt underatandtng ot the material•
of

ctvtlt&att~

and inat1ht tnto ac1enttflc principle• wblcb contribute

to good lndtvtdual and community lUe adjustment•. and (8) tauaht

18°Tbe Courae tn Pbyeical Science,"~· _!!!., p. 192.

19ibtd •• p. 111, eitt.ng The Harvard Report, General

Educatlon !!! !

.!!:!! Soctev.

12
with more emphasis on attitudes of mind, methods of thtnld.ng and

workttl£ and the social implication& of these methods. 20
The important charactertsttce of the courae tn physical

science were aumma.ri:zed by Heia.s and bia asaociatea aa follows:
The course in physical aclence. jud1lng by the tnatructtonal materials selected by the authors of aome textbooks,
and by materials proposed in certain coureea ot study. aeema
to be much more functional than either of the other special•
t.zed physical actencea. 1"he present situation regarding this
newer course is ao much ln a state of nux that it ts difficult
to ascertain what the trend for pb.ystca and chemtatry should
be. There la a considerable tendency on the part of somt: tn
the field of secondary actence to belleve that the courses in
physics and chemistry should be retained much tn t~lr
present form but offered only to those pupils who plan to go
on in eome field of science aa a professlon. Thia would then
leave the couree in physical science to take care of the
functional needs of the young people not interested tn spectaltztng tn science. 21
Tb~

objecttvee of the course.

Many of tbe objectives of

the course tn physical science paralleled those for chemistry and
phyatcs. Others were much broader, thus refiecttng the emphaat.a
on general education. 'Ibe broadest objectives attribt.lted to the
course were presented by Robinson in a study to determine ti fused

20Jobn A. Hollinger, et al., HPhyaical Science tn Senior
High Schools, n Science EducatfoQ,'" 28:130-131, Aprtl, 1944.
2 lHeiaa, Obourn, and Hoffman. ~· ~·. p. 69.

13

science courses could ". • • (l) • • • foster the realization of
personal potentialtttea. and (2) • • • help the tndtvidual function
adequately as an adherent and a contributor to the democratic
way of Ute. H22 The .study included the (1) examining of textbooks
to ftnd topics and total number of ti.mes each topic appeared.
(2) reviewing of newspapers and magazines read by students to

ascertain what subjects were moat frequently discussed. (3) reviewing of periodicals and books to discover the point of view of leading
educators. (4) holdtng of conferences wttb science teacbera. and
(5) intervlewtng of outstanding textbook author&. Consideration was
also given to local conditions and outcomes of personal experience.
Derived from the aurvey were (1) a set of general objectlvea. (2) an
underlying point of view, and '3) criteria for the: selection

ot content.23

The general objectives were (1) the use of the aoienUfic
method ln the aolutton of problems, (2) the carrying of scientific
principles or generalizations to the point of functional understand·

ing. (8) the development

or a

scientutc a.ttitude, and (4) the acquiring

of a sense of value of !he work of scientists.

nu~

underlying point

of view indicated the course (l) served the rank and file, (2) concern«!}d
22Myra G. Robinson, ''The Contributions of a Fused Science
Course to General Education, 11 School ~~.view, 54:215, April. 1946.
23lbtd •• pp. 215-216.

.

.'

:~ ','

problems of living, and (3) contatned th.;; fundamentals of the
physical sciences and integrated them so that they would be more
meantngft1l to the student and would make clear to him how they are
related. 24 'The criteria, for the selection of content will be conatdered later.

In an article for the Bulletin of the National Jussocb1tion of
Secondary-School Principals, Brown, in reference to the objectives
of the coarse tn physical science_ summarized as follows:

The stated objectives of these courses, as they appear
in the literature, often dttter little fror!:"'. those listed for
physics and chemistry. Thus we note: {1) an understanding of tl1e basic laws of nature; and (2) use of the
sctentlfic method in problem solving. Not so conunonly
associated with the older course& are the objectives,
(3) the solving of problem• that arlse ln dally Uvtng in
the buytnf of goods: and (4) acquiring a sense of ve.lue of
the work ot actenttata. 25
The course content.

The course content, with all tts

diver1t1Uy. may be segregated into three categories: (1) those
concerned mainly or wholly with physics and chemistry, (2) those
concerned mainly with pb.y.t."ks., chemistry. and astronomy. and

(3) those concerned with all five physical sclences--physics,

24ibtd.
25srown, "Trends in High School Courses in Integrated
Physical Science," $?· .£.!!·, p. 85.

15
cbemistry* geology and physical geoaraphy. astronomy. and

meteor"ology. 26 An example of. the first type wOtJld be the outline
suggested by Peterson: (Note the functional use

or the sctence

content.)
l • Introduction.
2. How Can Comfort Be Increased by Atr Conditioning?
3. How Does Science Improve Our Homee and Office
BuUdings?
4. How Does Water Control Our Way of Living?
&. \\<bat Should We Look For When Buying An Automobile?
6. How Do We Obtain Our Gasoline?
1. Do We Obtain Food and Potaon from the Sa.me
Molecules?
8. Will Plastics and the New Synthetic Textile& Make
Nattona Independent?
9. How Do We Obtain tbe Moat Valuable Metals?
10. What's Wrong with Thia Picture?
11. What Haa Science Done for Comm uni.cation?
12. 'What is There Left to Invent and Discover? 2'1

An example of tbt:~ second type would be the outline de&ifCRed by
Lowry and b.ls aseoclatea:

1. Introduction (2 weeks)
2.
3.
4.

Solar System (3 weeks)
States of Matter (2 weeks)
Energy (2 weeks)

I.

Physics US weeks)

a. Forces
b.

-

Force and Motton

26Jbtd. , p. 88.

16
~.

8.

Work. Energy. and Power
d. Sound
e. l..lgbt
r. f!".lectrtclty
Chemistry (12 weeks)
a. Chemical Change
b. Nature or Chemical Proeesaes
e.
d.

Sol&Jttona
Non-metals and Compounds

e. Organic Chemistry
f. Useful Meta.ts28
Examples of the third type would be found tn two of tbe most popular
physical science textbook& ln

UH

today; note the many aimtlartttea.

The ttrst outline was taken from Phyatcal Science For Htp

~hoola.

by Hogg, Croae, and Little.

Introduction, Science and Human Achievement
Unit 1. The Nature of Tbtnaa
Unit 2. The Earth
Unit 3. Temperature and Heat
Unit 4. Wea.tber
Unit 6. Fire and Fuel•
Unit 6. Power From Combustion
Unit '1. Electricity
Unit 8. Light
Unit 9. Communication
Unit 10. Structural Material•
Unit 11. The Vnlverae21
The aecond was taken from M :>dern Phzeieal Science. by Brooks and
1

28Lowry, !~·

!!!·

3 9John C. Hogg.. Judaon B. Cross, and Elbert P. Little,
Phzalcal Sciences ~r !!f!! Schools (New York: D. Van Nostrand
Company. Inc •• 1951), p. vU.
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Tracy.
Unit 1.
Unit 2.

Air
Water

Unit 3. Fuels
Unit
Unit

"·a.

Unit
Unlt
Unit
Unit
Unit

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Forcea
Cbemtcals
Unit 6. Metals
Unit 7. Plaaties
Unit I. Textll•s
Untt 9. 11-.ttb
Unit 10. Sound
Light
Electricity
Electronics
Atomic Energy

Eartb Science
AatronomylO
Untt 16.
The previously mentioned study by Robinson brought out
the f ollowtnc eight criterta for the ae lectton of content:

a. Oo the leamtng activi.ttea make adequate provtstorw
for pupil va.riattone tn interest and ability?

b. Ia the content orp.ntaed into problems wbtch
tllu.11trate man's quest for basic va.luea?
c. Is tbe material ao organised that the pupil can
d.

r•adily aul.mUate it into a deve loptng framework
of functional eoncepta '?
Will the learning acttvtUes help th~ student toward
the realization of valtd purpoMa, and wtll they
h•lp blm to apply scientific principles to new

aituattona 1
e.

Does the content come from a reliable sou.roe. and
doee it help the pupil to evaluate aatborlty and
to eee how relative truth ls used?

IOwuu.am o. Brooks and George R. Tracy.. Modem
Ph;yatca.1 Science (New .York: Henry Holt and Company, 1952),
p.

vH •.
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t. Will the acttvtties aeleoted provide an opportunity for the individual to do creative work
and to experience the joy, romance, and
adventure that the aucoeasful accompUshment
of creative work affords?
I• la aufftcient opportunity provided to help the
student judge and measure bis progress
toward the goals soupt?
h. ls provision made for aattslying tbe atwlent•s
intellectual curiosity? 31
Tenney summed up the philosophy behind the selection
of content for the course in physical science when be stated:
Cow:-ae content ia found in the things, processes,
idea.a, and re latt.Ot'labipa with which young people are
already ln contact in the home and com.munity and in
anything in their total er1vtronment which baa made an
tmpresaion on them. Hall a dozen convenient center•
are worked out for the or1antzatlon of learning experience•. Be,tnntne with the home, these extend oatward
through the community to the world. the treatment
meanwhile becomln.1 more general as there ia more
and more aolld baat•. f'or 1eneraltztn1. 32

31Robinaon, ~· ~·, p. 21'7.
S2Tenne;y, 92.t

cill...

p. 479.

•

CHAPTER

m

THE QUESTlONNAIRE AND SURVEY

1'he data for this survey were secured from a printed
questionnaire sent to schools in thtrty ... four states and tbe Dietrtct
of Columbia believed to be teaching the high school course in
physical science. Each questionnaire was accompanied by a letter
addressed to the bead of the department of science. The letter
(1)

briefiy explained the purpose

or thia study,

(2) noted that the

survey lneluded questions of general lntnrmation and questions
taken from sets of objectives for the teaching of btgh school

science. e.nd (3) requested cooperation in completing the question•
naire as completely aa possible and returning it in the enclosed
self-addressed. stamped envelope.

I.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The construction or the questionnaire consisted of the three
following operations: ( 1) a master list ot question• tvas compiled;
(2) the questions were evaluated in terms of objectives for the
teaching of high school science; and (3) tbe questions were revised.
condensed. and edited to best suit the purposes of this study.

The
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master list consisted ot queattons concerning all phases of the
course tn pbyaieal science. The list waa compiled after research

into the literature on the course. interviews with professors
presently teaching the college course in physical science.. and
dtscu.asions with other teachers.

To pin a broad basis tor evaluating the eourae, many
sets ot objective• for the teaching of high school science were
examined. They included objectives aet up by administrator•,
supervisors. and teachers.

The following set by Grant. which

appeared in tbt. article "A High School Teacher Looks at Science
Education Objectives" included those most frequently mentionedt

L To develop skills in the classroom and laboratory
2. To meet the needs and interests of pupils
3. To help pupUa to acquire knowled1e with an under ...
standing or relationships and application to
everyday living.
4. To buUd a sclenttfic vocabulary.
5. To develop attitudes and appreciations
6. To help pupils explore new fields of interest
7. To discover aptitudes and abilities tn pupils, and
to direct these into useful channels
a. To develop sustained critical thinking and evalua-

tion
To teach an understanding of people and waye of
working together
10. To help pupils formulate a philosoPhY of life with a wholesome and workable Mt of valueal
9.

lcbarlotte Grant. "A Hlgh School Teacher Looks at Science
Education Objectives.·· Tbe Bulletin of the National Aaaoctation of
Secondary-School ~rtncre&'i•· 37: 16, January, 1913.
-
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It was then necessary to revise and condense the questions
from the master list to best suit the purposes ot the study. The
following suggestions by Bowley wet'e used as guides to conatnct
and edit the questions:
(1) They should be comparatively few tn number: (2) it
is better that they require an arunver in terms of a number,
or of a "yea" or ' 1 no"; (3) they mould be simple enough to
be readily understood: (4) they ahould be formulated so •• to
avoid bias in answering; (5) they should not be impertinently
or unduly inqutsttlonal in character; (6) ao far aa poastble.
they should be corroboratory. or provide checks on each
other as to accuracy: (7) and they should cover the points
of information desired as directly and unmistakably as
posatble. 2

The questions finally aelected for the qaesttonnaire were
deaigned to ascertain ( 1) pertinent data a.bout the school. (2) current
practices betna used in t'he teachtn1 of the course, and (3)

th~

charac-

teristics, content. function, and place of the courae in relation to
the over-all science program.
ll. THE SURVEY
The queattonnatres for the survey were malled May 21, 1166,
to 218 schools and 8 school districts. A reminder card to be sent
two weeks from the original mailing date was then prepared. The
card indicated that a response to the survey had not yet been received
and that cooperation in completing and returning the questionnaire as

-----2A • C. Bowley,, Elements of Statistics (London: P.

and Company. 1920), p. :!5.

-· -

s.

King·

~oon

as possible would be: apprecia tt:·d.

()n ..Tune •l* 1956, a list of

.1.::10 schools and school districts not yet responding was

compU~d

and a remindec card was mailed to each of these schools and

districts on June 5. 195G.
Before tabulating the final SUJ."vey, tbree schools and one
e;chool district were dropped from

th~

original list.

The

di~trict

.returned all queetionn3ires sent to them and stated that th<::y wo1lld

not

b~

2.bk· to participate in the survey.

Two schools. aftet· ::'."ttceiv-

ing t.''; ren1tnder cards, indicated that they had not received the
questlonnair<,a.

wrotil that tbe

()ne school# after receiving the ren1inder card,

repo:.~t

had been completed and rr1ailed fureE> days

after it was received; but this completed queetiom1ai:re was never

.:-eceived here.

Aa it

Wllli

too late in the school year to forwurd

neN

qut.::stionnaires to thE:se schools, they were dropped frorn the su1·vey.
The survey. the refore, included 214 school a and '1 school districts.
Table I has been presented to 5how the distribution by atatesa and the

number

or schools

returning questionnaires.

As shown in Table ll# Sa schools and 5 districts responded
to the

surv~y.

teaching

th~

Of this total, 'i3 schools and 3

district.~ Wt.'re

ru."(';sently

high school courflte in physical schmc!B* 1'7 schools and

one <list.dct had ne·,;er tauiht tbe course. and 8 fach1:>0L.:. and on<:
dimtdct h<::1,d offered the course in the past but ,-.·ere not p:reE:;ently
teaching it.
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TABLE~

I

DISTRIBUTION OF THE SURVEY BY STATES

STATES

Arizona
California
Connecticut
.Delaware
Washington,
Georgie.
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

o. c.

Kentucky

Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Returned

1

l

7

3
9

16

Kl'Hl8S.S

1
2
l

2

21
12

10
7

1
l
1
1

1

l
2

Maesachusette

22

11

Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

10
2

5

5
3

4

2

l

13
9

8
5
2
4
9

Nebraaka
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York

North Carolina
Ohio

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Utah
Vermont

Virginia
Washtnpon
\Vtsconstn

-

TOTAL

..

')

s

3
14
31
3
2

1

l

...

South Dakota

DISTIUCTS
Sent
Returned

SCHOOLS

Sent

..

l

1

1

1

l

1

l

1

1

1.

7

5

3
2

1
1

2
2
2

1
l

1
16

6

214

98
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TABLE ll

CLASSIFICATION. NUMBER. A~'D PER CENT
o~· THOS.C RI~SP0~1DING TO THE SUR.VEY

SCHOOLS

TOTAL

DISTB.ICTS

----- --------N-0-.--,.,.,,11---N. o-.--i/.,..(j---·N-o-.
.
--...~,1,i-·Those Who

Presently Teach
the Course

13

34

76

43

35

- -.· - - - - - - -··------------·-"'---.
...

Those \Vho Have
Taught

Nev•.H~

17

8

14

1

18

the Course
----~·,--·-

----- ·-- ··--------····--------

..

.

Those \Vho Have
Di sconttnued

....

1

8

14

9

71

103

47

29

118

53

the Course

Total
Responding

98

46

116

54

Total
Not

...·"l!

Responding

-- .....

·rotal
Surveyed

-~

2l·i

100

100

7
I

ti

._ .
,,..,__

....

_...,,

__

221

"lit:D .._ . ;

-

.._...-...._

H&e
==:;~=:
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As the schools and districts which have never taught the
course in physical science contributed no aignlftcant material to
the survey, they were not considered in the remainder of the atudy;
nor was the one school district which responded by letter indicating
that the course bad been dlsconttnued in the late thlrtiee. The three
school districts presently teaching the course returned a total Gt
six questionnaires, making a total of seventy-nine sc;hoole presently
teaching the course. The remainder of the study was organized
from data received from the above seventy-nine schools and the
eight schools which had taught the course in the past.

CHAPTER IV

THE FINDINGS OF THE SURVEY

The data for the preaent study of the course tn physical
science were obtained from printed questionnaires received from
87 schools in twenty-four states and the District of Columbia. The
schools participating in the aurvey varied 1reatly tn type.

Five

schools taught all 12 grade• (some also taught kindergarten); one

school taught grades 4 through 12: ten schools taught grades 7
through 12; four taught grades 8 through 12; forty taupt grades 9
through 12; and one school taught only 1radea 11 and 12.
was also considerable variation tn the alze

two schools bad enrollment•

There

of the schools represented;

ot over 4. 3-00 student•. and. in contrast,

one school bad an enrollment of only 85 students. The greatest
number of schools had enrollments between 200 and 2. 000 students.
Table

m shows a more detatled breakdown or the size of the achools

and the grades taught according to the achoola which presently tea.ch
the course ln physical science and those which have discontinued the

course.
The letter which accompanied each questionnaire was

addressed to the head of the department ot' science with a notation
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TABLE III
THE SIZES AND TYPES OF THE SCHOOLS IN THE SURVEY
•,

.~:~.::::-

'"--

~-

--·

~

.

Schools Presently Teaching the Course

Enrollment:

1 ...

200499

500-

199

l

4

5

11
0

13

999

10001999

2000

Did

up

not
indicate

1

Grades 11-12
Grades 10-12

1
24

11
8

2
1
2

3

1
0
1
0
1

10

3

79

Did

Total

Grades 9-12
Grades 8-12
Grades 7-12
Grades 1-12

2
0
l

3

0

0

1

0

0
4
0

Total

4

19

19

24

l

Total

2

36
3

10
5

Schools Which Have Dhicontinued the Course
~--

Enrollment:

199

200499

500999

Grades 10-12
Grades 9-12
Grades 8-12
Grades 4-12

0
1
0
1

0
0
1
0

0
2
0
0

Total

2

1

2

1-

10001999

2000
up

----

-

==~~

.....

i ..C:;:a:'A

not
indicate

0
0

·1
1

0

0

0

0

0
0

2
4
l
1

2

8

5

87

1
0

l

=-·.,__

Complete
Total

6

20

21

--

25

10
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that he might fill it out or refer it to the person currently teaching
the course. The questionnaire was completed in this manner, as
indicated in Table IV, in all but six cases--three of which did not

indicate the position of the person replying.
The remainder of the data for the survey were organized
in relation to the purposes of the study.

The purposes were as

follows: (1) to determine the predominant characteristics, content,
function, and place of the course in physical science in relation to
the over-all science program, (2) to disclose some of the current
practices found to be most applicable to the course, and (3) to
determine the most important values and limitations of the course
as it has currently been taught.

I.

THE CHARACTERISTICS, CONTENT, Ii"UNCTION, AND .PLACE
OF THE COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

The characteristics and content of the course.

The find-

ings of the survey generally supported what had been found tn previous literature in regard to (1) the grade level for which the course
was designed, (2) the duration of the course, (3) the suspected

increase in integrated physical science courses since World War II,
and (4) the lack of a standard course of study. Sixty-two of the
eighty-seven schools surveyed indicated that the course was designed
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TABLE IV
POSITIONS OF PERSONS COMPLETING THE QUESTlONNAmEs

Position

Number

Teacher

43

Head of the Science Department

35

Head of the Science Department
and Teacher

3

City Supervisor of Science

2

Assistant Professor of Science

1

Did not indicate

3

Total

87

Per Cent

100
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for eleventh and/ or twelfth grade students.

Table V was included

to show all of the grade level placements found tn the survey.
Physical science was taught as a full year course in all
but four of the schools responding. although a few of these schools
indicated that it could be taken for only one semester if so desired.
One of the four exceptions was a school which offered physical

science one semester and earth science the other semester.

The

second exception was a vocational school which offered a two-year
course titled Trade Related Sciences which combined physics and
chemistry.

Two of the schools which had discontinued the course

did not indicate the duration.
In answer to the question which asked what year the course
was first taught. only ten schools indicated it had first been taught
during or prior to World War II.

In contrast. twenty schools

first taught the course in the years between the close of \vorld War

II and 1950. and thirty-nine schools began teaching the course in
just the four-year period from 1950-51 through 1953-54. It was
not a purpose of this study to establish a trend for the decrease or
increase in the number of schools offering the course in physical
science; in fact. it would have been impossible, due to the fact that
the mailing list for the survey did not include schools believed to
have first offered the course in the 1954-55 and 1955-56 school years.
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TABLE V
GRAD:E; LEV EL PLACETu'!ENTS

OF THE COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE
====,=~==-=-·"·~[

1

3

..............

Grade Level

·=···=:

·----·_,-,__,.....

Numher of Schools Number of Schools
Wbich Are Presently Which Have DisTeaching Course
continued (~ourse

9th Grade
t)th through 12th Gr;.ide

3

10th Grade

4

10th and 11th Grades

5

l

10th, 11th, and 12th Grades

5

2

11th Grade

9

1

11th and 12th Grades

39

1

12th Grade

11

1

1

2

79

8

Did Not Indicate

Total

32
However, it may be noted that the above figures, which were
presented more completely in Table VI, did indicate an increasing
growth of the number of schools offering the course in physical
science in the post war years.
A list of fourteen titles being used for the course in
physical science was compiled from the questionnaires.

"Physical

Science" (or the similar title "Physical Science Survey") was
indicated by forty-eight schools. The next most frequently indicated
titles were "Senior Science," used by eight schools, and ''Practical
Science, 11 used by six schools.

The complete list of titles and the

number of schools using them were shown in Table VU. One school
had changed the title of their course this year, 1955-56, to 0 Earth
Science. 11 The new course of study stressed geology, physical
geography, meteorology, and astronomy. but also included "some"
chemistry and physics and was therefore inctu.}t:·d in the survey.
There was extreme diversity in the content of the courses
surveyed.

The schools were asked for the approximate percentage

of time used to explore the five physical science subject areas and
the answers ranged from zero to thirty per cent on astronomy. zero
to forty per cent on chemistry. zero to eighty per cent on physics,
zero to twenty-five per cent on meteorology, and zero to fifty per cent
on geology and physical geography. In addition to the five mentioned
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TABLE VI
THE YEARS IN WHICH THE COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE
WAS FmST TAUGHT, AND THE NUMBER OF
SCHOOLS WHICH INDICATED EACH YEAR

Year

1954-55

Schools Which Are
Schools Which Have
Presently Teaching
Discontinued
the Course
the Course

1953 .. 54

1
10

1952-53

10

l

1951-52

4

3

1950-51
1949-50

10

l
l

1948-49

7
4
3

1947-48
1946-47
1945-4:6
1944-45
1943-44
1942-43
1941-42
1940-41
1938-39
1931

1924

2

1

2

1
2
1

1
2

1
1
1

Unknown

16

1

Total

79

8
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TABLE Vll
TITLES USED FOR THE COURSES IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE
A~1J

THE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS USING EACH TITLE

Title

Physical Science or
Physical Science Survey
Senior Sciene>::
Practical Science
Advanced Science
General Science
Applied Science
Consumer Science
Vocational Science
Advanced General Science
Basic Science
Earth Science
Practical Physics
Science for Modern Living
Science XI
Shop Science
Trade Related Sciences
Did Not Indie ate
Total

Number of Schools

48
8
6
5
3
2
2
2
l
1

1
1
1

1
l
1

3
87

35
physical sciences, one school indicated that approximately twenty
per cent of the time was used to study consumer education: one
school mentioned that about twenty-five per cent of the time was
being used on current science; and one school listed aviation for
approximately ten per cent of the study time. Another school
taught what it considered to be a physical science course, titled
Science XI, but indicated that one-fifth of the atudy time was used
to explore the field of biology. Therefore, this could have been
more of an

~rlv.anced

general science course, although it was

included in the survey because four-fifths of the time was used to
study the physical sciences. In one school a survey card asking
for the particular interests of the students was filled out by each
student the first week of the course, and the amount of time used
in each subject area depended upon the results of these cards.

The percentages of time apent on each of the five physical
science subject areas have been graphically presented in Figure 1.
In order to find the average course content, the mean per cent of

time spent to explore each of the subject areas was calculated to
the nearest per cent. The following course of study was determined
as the over-all average: astronomy, ten per cent; chemistry,
twenty-three per cent: physics, thirty-five per cent; meteorology,
sixteen per cent; and geology and physical geography. sixteen
per cent.
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Percentage of Time:

0
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ASTRONOMY
Avera .e: 10%
Number of Schools:

CHEMISTRY
Average:

23%

Number of Schools: 30:.r--~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-2 .-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
20
10
PHYSICS
1 _ _ _ _ __

Average:

35%

:;--·
0

Number of Schools:

METEOROLOGY
Average: 16%
Number of Schools:

GEOLOGY

AND

PHYSICAL'"'GEOGRAPHY
Average: 16%

FIGURE 1
PERCENTAGES OF TIME SPENT ON EACH OF THE
FIVE PHYSICAL SCIENCE SUBJECT AREAS
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The function and place

or the

course. The literature

revealed that the three basic functions of the course in physical
science were (1) a fusion of chemistry and physics and a subati·
tute for those courses, (2) a step in the sequence of science
courses to provide a background for further high school study in
one or more of the physical sciences. and (3) a terminal course
for non-science majors or for those students not going on to
college. In order to determine the predominant function and
other pertinent data concerning the function, each school was asked
the following series of questions: (a) Ia this course required by
your school? (b) Is this course designed as a terminal course
for non-science majors? (c) Does this course substitute for
chemistry or physics in your school's curriculum? (d) Was this

course primarily developed to aid slow learners? and (e) Was
this course designed as a. step in the sequence of courses to
provide a background for further high school study in chemistry.
physics, or other physical sciences? Table VW shows the
responses to the above questions.

Due to the fact that three schools

which had discontinued the course did not complete the questionnaires in full, they were not included in the remainder of the study
except for their comments. Therefore, the number ot schools
appearing in the tabulations has been reduced from eighty- seven to
eighty-four.
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TABLE

vm

THE RESPONSES AND THE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS RESPONDING
TO EACH QUESTION CONCERNING THE FUNCTION
OF THE COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Did not
indicate

Yea
Yes

No

and
No

·' (a) Required course
(b) Terminal course

l

12

70

l

1

68

13

2

1

23

60

0

0

47

34

3

0

18

65

1

'· (c) Substitute for

chemistry or
physics
c,\

(d) To aid slow

learners
' (e) Step in the

sequence
of courses
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The survey revealed that the course functioned predominantly as a terminal course for non-science majors. A total of
seventy schools reported that the course served this function. Of
these. forty-two schools indicated that this was its only function.
Fifteen schools combined this function with that of serving as a
substitute for chemistry or physics; seven schools indicated that
the course served as a terminal course as well as a step in the
sequence of courses; and six schools reported that the course
served all three functions.
Twenty-three schools reported that the course functioned

as a substitute for chemistry or physics. However, only two
schools taught the course exclusively as a substitute for these subjects and offered no separate courses in chemistry or physics.
One was a vocational school which taught a two-year course com-

bining physics and chemistry. The other was a four-year high
school which stressed chemistry and physics, but included the other
physical sciences •. Both of these were included tn the ftfteen
previously mentioned schools which combined the terminal and
substitute functions for the course. All of the other schools which
listed the substitute function--including the one school which listed
only this function. the one school which listed this and the step in
the sequence function, and the six previously mentioned schools
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which listed all three functions• -offered separate courses in
chemistry and physics. In fact, only five schools in the entire survey did not teach both chemistry and physics. Two of these were
the schools just mentioned which offered neither subject. The other
three schools offered chemistry but not physics. It was interesting
to note at this point that none of these three schools indicated that
the physical science course functioned as a substitute for physics.
A total of nineteen schools indicated that the course functioned as a step in the sequence of courses to provide a background
for further high school study in one or more of the physical sciences.
Five schools indicated that this was the only function of the course.
As previously mentioned, seven schools combined this with the

terminal function, one combined it with the substitute function, and
six schools listed all three functions.
It had been brought to light through discussions with

teachers and college professors of science education that two other
aspects which might affect the attitudes of teachers and students
toward the course would be whether or not it was placed in the
curriculum (1) as a required course, and (2) as a course primarily
developed to aid slow learners. Only twelve schools reported that
the course was required. Seven of theae commented to the effect
that it was required only if one of the other sciences--i. e., chemistry,
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physics, biology, etc ... -was not taken to fulfUl the science requirement for graduation. Two of the schools which replied that it was
not a required course made similar comments that it could be taken

in fulfillment of the school's science requirement. This seemed
more logical in regard to the required aspect, but a more definite
conclusion cannot be reached without further research. A total of
fifty schools indicated that the course was primarily developed to

aid slow learners, and two schools which gave a negative response
commented that the course was "not primarill'' developed for this
purpose and that it "partly" served this purpose. Table IX was
presented to relate the three functions with the required and slow
learner aspects.
ll. SOME CURRENT PRACTICES USED IN TEACHING
THE COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

The literature revealed very little significant information
concerning the current practices being used by those who teach
the high school course in physical science. The questionnaire for
the present study included questions concerning some of the most
significant materials and activities used in teaching the course.

TABLE IX
THE TILt:tEE FUNCTIONS OF TIIE COURSE
RELATED TO THE REQUIRED AND SLOW LEARNER ASPECTS

The Function or
Functions Indicated

Not required.
Not for slow
learners

Terminal course for
non-science majors

14

For
slow
learners

Required

22

2

Substitute for chemistry
or physics

1

Terminal course for non-science
majors and substitute for
chemistry or physics

3

9

Step in sequence of courses to
provide background for
further study

3

2

Terminal course and step in
sequence of courses

3

3

Substitute for chemistry or physics
and step in sequence of courses

Required
and for
slow learners
4

Total
Schools
42

1

1

2

5
l

7

1

Terminal course. substitute for
chemistry or physics. and
step in sequence of courses

3

1

None of these functions

2

5

15

1

1

1

6
7
tot»

tv
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~erials

u.ised in

tea.~htns..!~e_courae.

The schools Gur-

veyed were aakied ( l) for the title and author of the textbook used,
(3) what other types of teaching materials were used, (8) what

difficulties were encountered in obtaining texts and other matertah:,,
(4) if films and fllmstrtps on the appropriate aubjects were
available, (5) what

re~Uy

rums and filmstrip• have been found moat

valuable, and (6) what dtffi.cultte• have arisen in securing the

prope1~

rums and tilmetrips.
D\le to the fact that the baste mailing Uat for the survey
was received from the publishers D. Van Nostrand Co •• Inc., it
was anticipated that nearly all of the achools in the survey would be
using their text Pbzstcal Science

~~

Schools by Hogg, Cross,

and Little. F'ttty-seven of the schools were using this text; twelve

schools were using Modern
three schools were using

~;rstc::il

Science by Brooks and Tracy;

~ ~2:•ic_al

Sciences by Eby, et

~

;

and three schools were using ~ Sent or Science by Buech and
Thompson. Five other texts were named; these

~'Eire

shown in

Table X with the complete list of books mention•d, their various

combinations, and the number of schools uatng them.
When asked wb:::-.t other types of materials were used in

teaching the course,. the following were Uated most frequently:
filrna and fUmatrips; pamphlets, booklets, brochures, and science
magazines; reference books and additional texts; ch.arts, pictures,
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TABLE X
THE TEXTBOOKS AND COMBINATIONS OF TEXTBOOKS AND
THE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS USING EACH FOR TEACHING
THE COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE
.~-=========~~====::::=:,===========::::r:::::=""·--~-~4===:=:=:=.=·~=====::::r.::;==i==

Number

Textbook or Combination of Textbooks
Physical Science !2.: Hig!l Schools,
Hogg, Cross, and Little

of
Schools

50

Modern Physical Science, Brooks and Tracy

9

The Physical Sciences, Eby, et al.

1

~

2

Senior Science, Busch and Thompson

Graphic

Survey~

Science, Lemkin

1

Everyday Science, Caldwe 11 and Curtis

1

Our !!1Y&ical Environment, Gaddum and Knowles

1

Science For Better Living, Brandwein, et al.

1

Physical Science for ~ Schools _!nd Physics
and Chemistry Textbooks

2

Physical Science !2.!., !!.!i!! Schools and
Modern Physical Science

1

Phystca.1 Science , !2:'

:\«h.

Schools,
Modern Physical c ence, and
, Applied1Uiemistry,· Wilson and Mullins

Phzsical Science For High Schools and
~ Physical Sciences

1

1
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TABLE X (Continued)

Number
Textbook or Combination of Textbooks

of

Schools
Physical Science For High Schools
and Physics, Chemistry, and
Geology Textbooks

1

No Text for course--Physic~l Science for
High Schools used as supplement

1

Modern Phzsical Science and
New Senior Science

1

_!!!! Physical Sciences and
Physics, Earth Science, Pre- Flight,
and other Textbooks

1

Set of Textbooks--Physics, Chemistry,
and others

3

Earth Science Textbook

1

Earth Science, Physics, and Chemistry Textbooks

2

Did not indicate

3
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globes. maps, and models; teaching aids from General Motors,
General Electric, and other industrial concerns; and workbooks,
laboratory manuals, and demonstration and laboratory equipment.
A number of persons indicated the development oi their own
manuals or work sheets for work with special related topics such
as electricity, radio, photography, and weather.
In regard to difficulties, forty-seven schools either left
the question blank or indicated detinitely that they had encountered
no difficulties in securing adequate textbooks and other materials.
Thirty-one schools reported difficulties in obtaining adequate texts;
two schools expressed difficulties in securing texts and other
materials; three reported inadequate funds for securing proper
laboratory equipment or insufficient quantity of materials and
references; and one school's comments were not pertinent to this
subject.
Of the forty-seven schoolb: wb.i.ch indicated no difficulties

in securing texts and other materials, nine included comments

which were as follows: "I have taught the class only one year and

,have not had much trouble;" "None so tar. The text is a fairly
recent edition"; "Book must be selected with care.

Material

should be well balanced in different fields 11 ; "Text was adopted
after careful comparison with other like texts and how it fit in
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with our philosophy of science":

11

We have very good library and

laboratory resources and a generous science department budget 11 ;
"I believe we have an adequate supply of teaching materials";
11

we use sev·eral reference books in addition to the one above";

"The use of the library :.ind periodicals is encouraged.

Also

supplementary material is given by the teacher on new units not
included in the book"; and "A number of new books are available
for this course.

1
'

Of the thirty-one schools which expressed difficulties in

securing texts, four complained of general regulations for securing
texts and not of specific difficulties concerning texts for the physical
science course, and nine schools commented that there was a lack
of good textbooks on the market from which to choose.

Three

schools indicated that the texts were not difficult enough for their
students. One person commented that the texts were "Not difficult
enough for seniors.

We used the most advanced elementary text

we could find. " Another stated that it was felt that the texts
11

•••

are not of sufficient difficulty for these [eleventh and

twelfth] grades. 11
Three schools indicated that the texts available were too
difficult for their students. This was expressed by the teachers as
follows: "Our text is really beyond the reading level of many of our
pupils"; "Most texts are for eleven f}l.nd] twelve [grade_} normal
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or above students. We are teaching a below average student";
and "No book is • • • simple enough to meet interests and ability
level.''
Six schools felt that the texts were not suited to the
purposes of the course as they taught it. These feelings were
expressed by four of the teachers as f'ollows: "Seems impossible
to locate a textbook covering only physical science adapted for
ninth graders"; "No adequate book on the college preparatory
level is available";

11

•••

Text not set up to serve purpose of

course"; and "No textbook adequate for the course we tea.ch has

been found.

11

Another teacher stated that

No book so far fUs a local situation. However. the
text we use is a handy reference and perhaps the only
source that some will use. There probably will never be
a one and only er best book.

Another teacher expressed the problem in her school as follows:
We have been unable to ftnd a text aptly suited to the
rather vague purposes of this course. Essentially. the
problem evolves from the advanced knowledge along many
varied and practical lines. Several of the boys are already
fine mechanics and some have developed technical skills.
The major interest is along pract.tcal lines. while texts
seem to delve into theories whtch are over the heads of the
greater number of students who take this course. The
pt"actical-theoretical balance ts not applicable to the group.
The difficulties expressed by the six remaining schools
were hard to classify with any group.

One teacher indicated that

he " ••• would like a simple verston of Gerald Holton's Introduction
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To Concepts

~

Theor.tes !!!_Physical Science." Two other teachers

expressed the feelings that most texts

11

in one of the special science fields" and

tend to be unbalanced

•••

n •

•

•

are just watered down

chemistry and physics." The remaining comments on this subject
were as follows: "One of our texts is a poor duplication of the ninth

grade text.

We use Modern Physical Science ••• one semester.

Too much duplication here to keep interest of students";

11

Many topics

too briefly treatedl!; and i'For our mixed class (a few very bright.
others low) we find all books go too fast, do not give enough to make
each point comprehensive. Have to do much supplementing. 11
A significant point which was partially shown in (1) the list
of materials used, (2) Table X, and (3) three of the preceding comments was the extensive use of supplementary texts and other litera-

t1ire by those who were teaching the course. Forty-one schools, or
nearly half of the schools surveyed, indicated the use of supplementary
material in one form or another. Table XI \Vas included to show the
number of schools using (1) multiple texts (as were shown in Table X),
(2) supplementary texts or reference books and library references,
(3) pamphlets, booklets, brochures, and science magazines, and
(4) combinations of two or more of these.
When asked if films and filmstrips were readily available,

seventy-one schools answered in the affirmative and ten schools
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TABLE XI
THE NUMBER OY.., SCHOOLS USING MULTIPLE TEXTBOOKS
AND SUPPLEMENTARY READING MATERIALS,
AND COMBINATIONS OF THESE

==.,,,,..,.==========="=-...........
i:::--~==~===========·:;::::::::c=:=:=-·==·~=======================-==
The Materials lndlce.ted

------------------·-

---------~---

Number
of
Schools

Multiple Textbooks

3

Multiple Textbooks and Supplementary Texts
and References

4

Multiple Textbooks and Pamphlets

2

Multiple Textbooks, Supplementary Texts
and References, and Pamphlets

5

Supplementary Texts and References

7

Supplementary Texts and References
and Pamphlets

8

Magazines,

Pamphlets~

and similar Publications

12
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answered in the negative. Three schools were indecisive on this
matter with two answering "yes and no 11 and one answering that
''some': were readily available.

A list of titles, types, and

sources of films and filmstrips found to be most valuable for

teaching the course were presented in Table Xll.
Very few schools expressed any difficulties encountered
in securing appropriate films and filmstrips.

Only two schools

indicated a lack of published film material; eleven indicated
difficulties in scheduling films at the desired times; and two schools
were concerned with the expense involved in obtaining ftlms and
filmstrips.

One teacher commented on the subject by stating

that the films for the course were ''Much the same as ninth grade
general science in • • • New York

state,

1
'

and another teacher

who taught a course designed to aid slow learners stated that "Not

too many of the films portray that which these students can grasp."
Two other comments received in regard to this aspect were as
follows:
I am somewhat indifferent to films and strips unless
basic information is first imparted. Films move so fast
it's impractical to stop for questions or find out if
indifferent students are following the films. Breaking in
on film run destroys continuity--loss of interest results.
I consider filmstrips a better teaching aid than the
regular projector because emphasis can be placed where
most needed. If entire film must be run before discussion.
often students have missed important points.
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TABLE XII
TITLES, TYPES AND SOURCE OF FILMS AND FILM STRIPS
FOUND MOST VALUABLE IN TEACHING THE COURSE
=

Types

Number of Schools

Those pertaining to chemistry

5

Those pertaining to physics

5

Those pertaining to geology

3

Those about water

3

Those pertaining to conservation

2

Those similar to the Jam Handy aeries

2

Those pertaining to meteorology

2

Those about aluminum

1

Those pertaining to astronomy

1

Those about aviation

1

Those illustrating chemical reaction

1

Those about electricity

1

Those about heat and temperature

1

Those pertaining to industry

l

Those about lubrication

1

Those about nucleontcs

1

Those which show actual process

1
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TABLE XII (Continued)

Types

Number of Schools

Those illustrating physical science principles

l

Those illustrating topics hardest to visualize

1

Those pertaining to various trades

l

Atomic Energy

4

The World We Live In Series

6

The A B C 's of Internal Combustion Engines

4

Volcanoes in Action

3

Steelman•s Servant

3

A Is for Adam

2

Sound Waves

2

A BC 's of Hand Tools

1

Air Age Physics

1

Chemistry of Fire

1

Electrons

1

Electro· chemistry

1

Electrostatics

1

Forces in motion

1

Fuel and Heat

1

Fundamentals of Acoustics

1
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TABLE XII (Continued)

Titles

Number of Schools

-------- --------------------The Halogens

1

Home electrical appliances

1

The Nature of Light

1

Nuclear Structure

1

Oil from Earth to You

1

Oil Prospecting

1

Simple Circuits

1

Simple Machines

1

Sound and Light

1

Story of a Storm

l

Story of Oil

1

Weather

1

Winds and Weather

1

Sources

Number of Schools

General Electric

8

General Motors

8

Shell OU Company

7

Bureau of Mines

4
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TABLE XII (Continued)

Sources

Number of Schools

----·-·-..·----·····-----------------Life Magazine

4

Various State Department

3

Du Pont

2

Ford

2

Westinghouse

2

Bell Telephone

1

Freeport Sul fur Company

1

Naval Reserve Library

1

New York Times

l

Personally Prepa.red Ftlms and Slides

1

Popular Science Series

1

Science Monthly Series

1

Welsh Company

1
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Activities

ut~ed

in teaching the course.

In addition to

surveying the use of textbooks, films, and other materials, this
study sought to disclose some of the activities pursued in teaching
the course in physical science.

The schools were asked (1) for the

type of laboratory work done in the course, (2) what the teacher
felt would be the best type of laboratory work for th

>'.)Urse,

(3) how many field trip:~ v;·ere taken in conjunction with the course ..

(4) which field trips were felt to be the most valuable. (5) how many
resource persons were invited to the class during the course,
(6) •.vhich resource persons the teacher felt were most valuable,
('J) what was done in teaching the course to encourage science

hobbies, (8) if' student science projects were required, (9) what was
done to stimulate student interest in science projects, and (10) what
opportunities were available to the students for displaying and
receiving recognition for their projects.
The persons completing the questionnaires checked one or
more of the following types of laboratory work being used: (l) frequent or regularly scheduled laboratory periods, (2) occasional
laboratory periods as needed or at the teacher's discretion,
(3) student demonstrations, and (4) teacher demonstrations.

Sixty-

six of the eight-four schools were using more tha.n one type of
laboratory work.

The complete tabulation with the number of schools

using ea.ch type or combination of types was shown in Table XIII.
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TABLE XID

THE TYPES OF LABORATORY WORK. THEIR COMBINATIONS,
AND THE NUMB.ER OF SCHOOLS USING. EACH IN
TEACHING THE COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Type of Laboratory Work Being Used

-------------- -----..

Number of Schools
-----~-·

Frequent or regularly scheduled
laboratory periods

2

Occasional laboratory periods as needed
or at the teacher's discretion

l

Teacher demonstrations

15

Frequent or regularly scheduled laboratory
periods and teacher demonstrations

5

Frequent or regularly scheduled laboratory
periods. student demonstrations .. and
teacher demonstrations

7

Occasional laboratory periods or at the teacher•e
discretion .. and Teacher demonstrations

11

Occasional laboratory periods or at the teacher's
discretion. student demonstrations .. and
teacher demonstrations

26

Student demonstrations and teacher demonstrations

18

All four types

1

----
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In terms of total numbers, fifteen schools indicated the use of
frequent or regularly scheduled laboratory periods; thirty-nine
schools indicated occasional laboratory periods as needed or at
the teacher's discretion: forty-nine schools indicated student
demonstrations; and eighty schools indicated the use of teacher
demonstrations.
The teachers• opinions varied greatly as to what type of
laboratory work would be best suited for the course. Twenty-five
teachers felt that student demonstrations and/or well-supervised
individual experiments would be most valuable to the students.
Four additional teachers expressed the opinion that students would
remain interested--and consequently gain more--by performing
short, simple experiments which they could easily grasp. However.
four teachers noted that such work could not easily be handled in
classes with large enrollments; and two teachers. although they felt
that individual student work would be preferable. indicated that their
limited laboratory facilities would not permit it.
Two teachers felt that occasional laboratory periods as
needed would be best suited; six felt that the course called for
frequent or regularly scheduled laboratory

periods~

nine indicated

that teacher demonstrations were most applicable; twelve teachers
felt that the combination of teacher and student demonstrations would
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be most valuable; and one teacher expressed the opinion that no
laboratory work of any kind should be used.

One teacher who felt

that only teacher and student demonstrations should be used for
the course explained that the physical science class met only five
periods a week and not seven periods as his laboratory classes did.
Another teacher whose course was designed to aid slow learners
stated that nBecause of the caliber of student that takes this course.
we feel that demonstration techniques are most rewarding." Another
teacher felt that the laboratory work for the course should be
Jf:f.::xperiences in some phase of the work in which doing or experiencing will lend more meaning to and understanding of the concepts
involved.

11

Forty schools indicated that no fie Id trips were taken in
conjunction with the course, and three schools did not complete
this portion of the survey.

The responses received from the

remaining forty-one schools varied from "zero to one" to "eight
to ten" field trips.

Table XIV shows the complete list of responses

concerning the number of field trips taken.
A list of field trips considered most valuable was compiled
from the teachers' responses and was presented in Table X:V.

The

list was classified in terms of trips to (1) public utilities, (2) manufacturing plants and industrial concerns. (3) science exhibits and
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TABLE XIV

THE RESPONSES CONCERNING THE NUMBER OF FIELD TRIPS
TAKEN IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Number of Field Trips Taken

None
0-1
1

Number of Schools

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

1-2 •
2

•

2-3 •

2-5 •
3.
3 plus
3.. 4 •

4·6

•

.

.

6.
6-10
8-10
few •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

several.
dld not indicate •

•

•

•
• •

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
no set number
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

5
1

•
•

3

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

l
1
1

•
•

3

•

4

•
•

•

40
1
6
2
9

l
l
l

1

3
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TABLE XV
FIELD TRIPS CONSIDERED MOST VALUABLE BY THE PERSONS
TEACHING THE COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Type of Field Trip
To Public Utilities:
Water
~~r

Power

To Manufacturing P.lants and Industrial Concerns:
Undefined Local Industry
Glass Works
Pa.per MUI
Fertilizer Plant

Number of Schools

5
3
3
12
2
l
1

Foundry

1

Steel Mill

1

Heavy Industry

1

Railroad Shops
Chemical Plants
Aviation Motor Repair
Carbon Plant
Tire Factory
Beryllium Plant

1

To Science Exhibits and Scientific Operations:
Museums
Science Museums
Astronomical Observatory
Weather Station
Planetarium
Research Laboratory
To Observe Geological Formations:
Undefined Geology Trips
Wasatch Fault by Salt Lake Ctty

1
1
1
l
l

7
4
3
2
1
1

<t
l
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scientific operations, and to observe (4) geological formations.
Five teachers noted that field trips were difficult to arrange
due to school policy limitations, limitations of the area, or because
of the large enrollments in the physical science classes; two teachers
expressed the feelings that the students were not sufficiently interested
in field tripe; and one teacher indicated that all field trips were
sponsored by the science club and that only members were allowed
to participate.
Fifty-three schools indicated that no resource persona
were invited to the class. Of the thirty-one remaining schools,
one indicated that resource persor1s were invited "as needed"; one
indicated "occasionally"; tw() re:plied "fewu; one replied "some";
one replied "several"; one school indicated that the number of
persons invited "varies"; and six schools did not complete th ts
portion of the questiom1aire. The eighteen replies which were in
terms of definite or approximate numbers varied frCJm "one to two"
to "eight to ten.

11

These figures were sh.own with the number of

schools which indicated them in Table XVI. Four teachers commented that although no resource persons were invited to the physical
science classes, a number of persons from the scientific fields
spoke frequently in the all-school assemblies.
A list of resource persons considered most valuable was
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TABLE XVI
THE RESPONSES CONCERNING THE NUMBER OF RESOURCE
PERSONS INVITED TO CLASS FOR THE
COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

The Number of Resource
Persons Invited
None

.

Number of Schools

•

•

1·2

•
•

1
1

•

1

•

•
•

2
1
l
2
1
1

•
•

3-4

•

4
•

5

7
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3
4
4
1
1

•

2
3

4-5

•

•

.

•
•

•

•
•
•

8-10
•
as needed
occasionally
few
some.
several
•
varies
•
did not indicate

.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

1

•

6
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presented in Table XVII.

The list was classified in terms of persons

from (l) public services, (2) industry, and (3) scientific fields.

Six teachers replied that resource persons from all fields
related to physical science were equally valuable; one teacher
specified that the visitors should be "People engaged in activities
requiring scientific background"; and another specified that the

persons should be "Those Vlho work in the field to which the unit
[being studied] is closely related' 1 to be of the most value to the
students. Another

t~acher

indicated that it was difficult to determine

which resource persons were most valuable: "It varies with the class
and resource person. A short talk and demonstration fallowed by
questions holds greatest interest.

11

,J

A variety of methods ware used by the teachers to encourage

interest in science hobbies.

Fourteen teachers promoted this aspect

either through constant encouragement or emphasis, by continuously
making appropriate suggestions, or by attempting to show the value
of science and science hobbies in relation to the students• vocational
ambitions. Twelve teachers approached this aspect through reading
and class discussions, demonstrations, and reports.

Seven teachers

encouraged science projects and five other teachers required projects
as a method of promoting the hobby aspect; nine teachers indicated

that activities such as photography, stone and gem cutting and
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TABLE XVII
THE RESOURCE PERSONS CONSIDERED MOST VALUABLE
BY THE PERSONS TEACHING THE COURSE
IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Resource Person
From Public Services:
Representative of Power & Light Co.
Power Plant Engineer
Undefined Local Utilities
Hospital Superintendent
Conservation Agent
Vocational Agriculture Instructor
College Instructors
Weather Man

Speaker on Fi.re &: Fire Control
From Industry:
Undefined Industry
Metallur gi.si
Chemist
Manufacturing Foreman
Representative from Steel Plant
From Scientific Fields:
Speaker on Earth Science
Speaker on Geology
Speaker on Space
Speaker on Aviation
Astronomer

Number of Schools

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

2
1
1
l
1

1
1
1

l
1
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polishing, or rock collecting stimulated student interest in science
hobbies: four teachers indicated that student interest was stimulated

through science clubs; five teachers encouraged the students to
enter hobbies i.n science fairs, U. S. science talent contests, or
the Jr. Academy of Science: and three teachers encouraged hobbies
through required written work and through the use of room displays.
Ten teachers replied that very little was done directly, and twelve
replied that nothing was done to stimulate the students• interest in
science hobbies.
When asked if student science projects were required, fifty· six
teachers replied that they we:-e not;
were; two indicated that they

w~re

t~·enty

teachers replied that they

"someth-nea" i..equired; one teacher

stated that both methods h.ad been tried; and five teachers indicated

no answer

to thia question. One teacher who 'indicated that projects

were not required commented that "It would be a good requirement

for A and B aspirants. "
Some of the methods used by the

t~achers

to stimulate student

interest in science projects were much the same as those indicated

in regard to the hohby aspect. Nineteen teachers promoted interest
through encouragement. suggestions, and help whenever needed;
f.ifteen teachers encouraged the students to display their projects in
school exhibitions or in local or regional science fairs; five indicated
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that interest was stimulated through the science clubs; three teachers
aroused the students• interest through demonstrations and the
showing of films; and three teachers commented that the students
received

spec~al

recognition and commendation from the teacher

and students for work on projects. Six teachers indicated that student projects ware on an entirely voluntary basis; three indicated
that little was done in this area; and seven teachers indicated that

nothing was done in regard to science projects.
In regard to opportunities available to the students for displaying

and receiving recognition for their projects, fifty-six schools indicated
the availability of either local or state science fairs, shows. displays,
or contests for science scholarships. Nine school• indicated that
, opportunities were limited to classroom and school demonstrations
and displays, and nineteen schools indicated that there were no
opportunities available.

Some

a~ditional

practices used in teaching the course. The

schools surveyed were aaked what was done in conjunction with the
course to accomplish the following: (a) the teaching of the scientUic
method and 1.ts application to every-day Uving, (b) the building of a
scie-ntific vocabulary, (c) the development of open-mindedness,,
scientific curiosity. healthy skepticism, and sustained thinking,
and (d) the development of an appreciation of science.
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The scientific method and tt11 application to every-day
living was Introduced to the students through (1) activities, (2) read-

ing and discussions, or (3) stressing its use throughout the course.
Fourteen teachers felt that activitieA such as projects, laboratory
experiments and demonstrations, and working out specific everyday problems which involved the use of the scientific method would

be of the most value in approaching this area. One teacher who
indicated the use

ot laboratory work added the comment that "Elim·

ination of guess work must be atrcssed," a.nd another teacher noted
that all activities in hitt cb.&e wez.-e "ke:;ed to the idea of thinking
through critically all prcblems. l!
Ntne tea~hers indicated the ase of class discussions and

reports on material the students had read from the textbook,
periodicals, and newspapers.

Twenty-sevan teachers replied that

they stressed the scientific method and its application to every-day
living throughout the duration of the course. Six teachers combined the
use of reference materials nnd diocu:ssi.:>ns with activities to approach
this aspect; five teachers indicated that little or nothing was done in
this area: and twenty-three teachers gave no direct indication or no
answer to this questio11. A few of the latter group of teachers referred
to this question in the section of the questionnaire devoted to comments
and these will be discussed at a later point.
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In regard to the teaching of a scientific vocabulary, thirtytwo teachers did not indicate what was done in their classes to
acquaint the students with the correct definitions and usage of
ectentU'ic terms. Ftve teachers indicated that it was important
to keep scientific terms at a minimum due to the caliber of students

in their classes. In general, the remaining forty"."seven teachers
who participated in the survey placed a great deal of importance
on the teaching of a scientific vocabulary.
Seventeen teachers emphasize,.; this aspect by constantly
calling attention to and defining all new terms which arose in the
daily work either f:rom the textbooks or other sources, stressing
the importance of their application, and

encoura~ng

the •tudents

to always use correct terms in their oral and written work. Twelve

teachers encouraged the students to observe the correct usage of
scientific terminology in the textbooks, other reference books.
periodicals, and newspapers.

Fifteen teachers bad organized

vocabulary training programs which included regular or frequent
drills, quizzes, or tests, and which often included practices from
one or both of the above categories. Three teachers indicated that

.

work was done in th.is area but did not tndic.ate any of the practices
used. One of these teachers replied that the teaching of a scientific
vocabulary

11

•

•

•

is the chief object along with the. presentation of
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th.e very basic concepts of science • • • , " and another commented
that 11 New concepts and new meanings naturally lead to a broader
vocabulary. "
Forty-eight teachers replied to the question which asked
what was being done to develop open-mindedness, scientific
curiosity, healthy skepticism, and sustained critical thinking.
Eight teachers replied that little could be done in regard to this
aspect due to the grade level of the students or to the fact that their
classes were composed primarily of slow learners who could not
grasp these concepts. Ten teachers indicated that they took advan ...
tage of every opportunity to approach these ideas, but did not
indicate any practices used.
Seventeen teachers felt that class discussions,, reports,,
or debates were the most applicable practices to introduce these
thoughts to the students. Seven teachers indicated that they
encouraged their students to do outside reading from books, magazine a, periodicals,, and newspaper articles on scientific material,
current science events,, and new discoveries; all questions or ideas
which arose from thia reading were then discussed in class. Two
teachers (one of them from the above group) indicated that they
used the laboratory method; one teacher indicated the use of projects;
and four teachers indicated that they presented problems to the
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classes which would challenge the students• thinking abilities.
Fifty teachers responded to the question which asked what

was being done to develop an appreciation of science. Twelve
teachers felt that the students developed an appreciation of science
through their participation in (l) discussions, (2) reports, (3) pro~

jects, (4) student demonstrations and experiments, (5) bulletin
board displays, (6) weather map study, and (7) field trips, and
through (8) reading. (9) the viewing of films, (10) having resource
persons visit the school or the individual classes, and (11) the
students• own individual experiences.
Eight teachers indicated that in order to develop an
appreciation of science in their students they stressed the idea
that, as one teacher expressed it,

11

•••

science ls the funda-

mental basts for all progress. 11 They did so through (1) the use of
audio ... visual materials, (2) student reports, (3) field trips,
(4) giving concrete examples, and (5) always expressing admiration

for the wonders of science. As one teacher commented, "Appreciation is contagious••if radiated tt will be absorbed. 11 Two
teachers replied that they approached this area through the
historical study of science: and six teachers stressed the historical
aspect along with current developments in science and the everyday
applications.

They did so through (1) discussions, (2) reports,
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and (3) the use of films. Six teachers used the study of current
science events and developments and stressed the application of
science to everyday living. They felt that (1) encouraging reading,
(2)holdtng discussions on current events and students' own
problems, (3) student reports. and (4) offering examples of practical
applications were the best practices to develop an appreciation of
science. One teacher commented that he attempted to show his
students " ••. the advantages of our scientific age over non•
scientific. 11 He further stated "You.th of today want to be modern."
Another teacher pointed out that, although every effort was made,
"In one year it ts very difficult to replace awe by understan:ling. "

Nine teachers indicated that they tttempted to instill an
appreciation of science in the minds of their students, but did not
offer any further information; three teachers replied that little
was done in this vein: and two teachers' comments were unrelated
to the subject. Two teachers• replies were not classified into any
of the above groups. One commented as follows: "All topics are
treated in a practical, everyday living manner and science is woven
into fundamental concepts." The other replied that an intelligent
appreciation resulted from "stressing the importance of science in
all its aspects with an aim toward understanding rather than bewilderment •••• "
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Four persona gave no indications of what was done in
conjunction with the course to approach the four preceding upeets,
but did refer to these questions in the section of the questionnaire
which was devoted to additional information and comments which

the person completing the form felt were pertinent to the survey.

One teacher wrote that, although a "serious attempt" was made,
his students " ••• have been all non-college preparatory and the
level of their ability and understanding falls even below the ninth
grade level at which our text is aimed. They come to the course
with

~

science background, • • • and the most that can be accomp•

lished is to make them observe more carefully those things which
are familiar to them." Another of these four teachers referred to
the below average I. Q. and low reading ability of his students and

added that these questions could be answered in terms of

0

•••

the personality of the teacher, who must be interested in the problem.

The success or failure of the course depends on his personality. ''
This latter feeling was also ex.pressed by another of these teachers
who indicated that how well these goals were accomplished depended
upon the abilities, personality. and interest of the person teaching
the course. Another response which concerned these questions was
as follows:
This is not a college preparatory course and we do not
teach for such specific aims. • • • I don •t think that you
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can teach some of the things mentioned and 1 have gotten
into some 'hot' discussions on this matter at Columbia
Unlveratty. • •• Let's put it this way--We teach the
physical sciences against the background of our Western
Culture and the tale of man's many successes and foolish
mistakes. We seek to make them think--We hope we
succeed.
One teacher who answered briefly to these questions included a
comment which stated:

11

All

fut

thti/ above goals are part of

regular science teaching. It ts difficult to isolate details.

We

attempt to develop a broad outlook and general scientific background."
ID.

THE VALUES AND LIMITATIONS OF

THE COURSE IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

The data which pertained to the values and limitations
of the course in physical science were obtained from (1) a question
regarding the college acceptance of the course, (2) a section where
the schools which had discontinued the course were asked for some

of the most important reasons for discontinuing tt, and (3) the
comments from the questionnaires.

The college acceptance of the courae.

An important aspect

concerning the values and limitations ot the cou,rae in physical
science baa been the willingness of institutions of higher learning
to accept the course for college entrance. The schools were asked
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to indicate how many of the colleges in their area accepted the
course as part of the science requirement for entrance of (1) nonacience majors and (2) science majors in terms of (a) all, (b) many,
(c) some, and (d) none.

The responses which concerned how many

colleges accepted the course for entrance of non-science majors were
as follows: (1) twenty-one teachers replied all, (2) eighteen replied

many, (3) fifteen replied some, (4) twelve teachers replied none,
and eighteen persons did not indicate. The responses regarding how
many colleges accepted the course for entrance of science majors were:
(l) seven teachers indicated all, (2) seven indicated many, (3) twenty..

two indicated some, (4) twenty-four teachers indicated none, (5) one

teacher replied "few, " and twenty-three teachers did not indicate.
Two of the teachers who did not respond to this question
made notations that the course was planned as a terminal course
and therefore they had not given the problem of college acceptance
much thought. Another teacher who replied "none" in regard to both
science and non-science majors stated that "so far the 'graduates"
of this course have not been college material." Two other teachers
indicated that, to the best of their knowledge, the course was

accepted frequently aa an elective and occasionally as fulfillment
of the science requirement, but that physics was definitely required

for engineering students.
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Reasons for the schools having disconti:r.iued the course.
Eight schools which participated in the survey were not presently
teaching the course in physical science but had taught the course
in the past. Insight into some of the values and limitations of the
course was obtained through an examination of the reasons given
by these schools for discontinuing the course.

In two of the schools,

the value of the course had been to serve a specific need which no
longer existed at the time of the survey. In one of these schools
the course had functioned as a substitute for chemistry and physics
and had been discontinued when a new science building with increased

facilities permitted the school to offer individual courses in general
chemistry and general physics.

The other school had taught the

course to a specific group or boys with no math skills who needed
a science credit.

This school was extremely small and otherwise

had no need of a course of this nature.
Some limitations of the course were brought out in the
remaining six reasons given for discontinuing it. One person wrote
that the students desired to take college board examinations and that

there were no examinations in physical science, and another wrote
that 'demands of college entrance [had] caused its being dropped"
in his school. This teacher also indicated that there was nno demandn
for the course. Another teacher gave "lack of time and no particular
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need at this time" as the reasons for discontinuing the course. The
three other reasons given were (1) that the course "was considered
too general and limtted to be effective"; (2) that the only students
who took it "were those who needed points to graduate"; and (3) that

there was "no adequately prepared teacher for such a course. u
Comments written in regard _to~~ course.

Further

insight into some of the values and limitations of the course was
obtained through examination of comments which the persons
completing the questionnaires felt were pertinent to the survey.
Fifty persons included comments on this portion of the question-

naire and of these, five were discussed with practices used in
teaching the course. Fourteen of the remaining forty-five comments
pertained to values, and nineteen pertained to limitations of the
course.
Three teachers felt that the course was of considerable
value for students not going on to college. This was expressed by
one of the teachers as tollows:

0

The physical science class serves

our school very well as a terminal course for the non-academic

pupil." Another teacher added that they did a great deal in terms
of consumer education in the course. The third teacher replied,
I have been teaching this course for fourteen years
and feel it is very beneficial especially tor the boy or girl
not going on to college. • ••
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Since modern homes use so many electrlcal gadgets
and chemistry is so prominent in everyday lUe, all
individuals need basic training--Theae wt.th careful teaching
can be gained in this course.
This same teacher further replied that she has "had students
entering college pass creditably entrance tests given in chemistry
and physics." The college examination aspect in terms of a value
was indicated by another teacher as follows: nThis is a splendid
course. In a factual way many points come in college entrance
examinations. "
Four comments referred to the idea that the course was
valuable as an a.id to the slow learning students. As one teacher
stated, "Physical science in high school is used to take care of
science needs for the slow student who cannot do the work in
physics and chemistry • ., This idea was expressed further by
another teacher aa follows:
In our school this is primarily a non-college preparatory
course and as such it draws people of low academ.ic level-hence. we operate with a great deal of flexibiltty-·baaed on
interests and abilities of each group.
The third teacher indicated that he was able to encourage the slow
student to "do that which he ts capable of doing." He further stated,
"If he can accomplish something he becomes proud of himself and

sometimes ts invited to continue in science. " The fourth teacher
indicated that the course was valuable as a terminal course as well as
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to aid the students with little or no ability for chemistry or physics.
This teacher commented further in terms of being able to give
confidence to those students with limited abilities. and often being
able to transfer them to chemistry or physics classes.
The following comment revealed another value of the course:
I feel that a course of this type can gtve the pupils a
more broad over-all viewpoint of the entire science field
that su.ch specific courses as physics and chemistry do not.
A similar comment was that the course was designed ''mainly to
cover theories and principles of the sciences as applied in life and
work'' and that a great deal had been accomplished in this course
0

in so far as imparting an understanding and appreciation for the

sciences. 11 The latter opinion was expressed by another teacher
as follows: "We feel in the main the students do appreciate the
changes of the past years and understand better their place in
society as a result of this class. "
The following comment waa ottered by a teacher from one
of the schools which had discontinued the course:
.Although we do not have s11ch a course in our curriculum,
I as a guidance counselor and science teacher, believe that
there ts a need for it in the large high school as well as the
small.
She went on further to say that she had taught such a course in the
early 40's in another school. The course bad been designed for
those students "who could not take chemistry and (or) physics"
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and to provide "additional training for those who would not go to
college. 11
Two comments were written in terms of objectives for

teaching the course in physical science. One of these teachers
was from a school which had discontinued the course. He stated
that the course must "be a medium through which to condition the
student in those ways and attitudes which democracy has found to
be most helpful in preserving ttself and equipping the student for a
useful and purposeful life. u The other teacher replied that. in
his school, the course had as some

ot its objectives:

( 1) to prepare those students ~no wish to take tech-

nicians training in school, (2) to build an appreciation for
the efforts man has made in his progress through science.
(3) to understand the basic principles upon which sciences
are based,, (4) to apply principles of chemistry and physics
to practical situations.
In terms of limitations of the course in physical science,
one teacher commented that. "We have learned enough over the
past three years that we know the course needs rethinking and
reorganization"; another replied that, "Our course is in a develop..
mental stage and it will change from year to year as we study its
resulta 0 : and a third teacher commented that "the physical science
course has an important place in the high school curriculum, but
at the present time • • . its position is not clearly defined. ti Another
teacher stated that,
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This could easily have been the most effective class
in school but it waa not used to the best advantage of the
students. The students were largely over-age and slow
learners. This course began last year as a senior science
course and was changed this year to practical physics •
• . . If it becomes a straight physics course. the
purpose of the course will be defeated.
Another limitation, was brought out by a teacher who felt
that ''the course in physical science in many instances ts still
looked upon as a device for placing pupils in the curriculum when

they won't fit anywhere else. In other words. a dumping ground."
This difficulty waa expressed by five additional teachers. most of

whom added that the course also attracted students who were
seeking an easy credit and who would not become interested in the
course. One teaeher•s comments were quite emphatic on this issue.
Jle stated that the cr,urse was a Hdumptng ground for the slow learner.
discipline problem, and for the boys taking the shop course": that

"it's a catch-all for those students who must stay in achool because
of age and are not interested in learning''; and that it ''also satisfies
the science requirement to graduate." This teacher also reported
that at a recent meeting of science teachers in northern Illlnois and
southern Wisconsin. "most of the schools teaching physical science
reported the same thing." He concluded his comments by stating:
Lack of good texts and interested teachers I believe
is the reason why physical science ts having trouble. As
I see it. it's an oversize general science course and a
boiled down physics.
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Another teacher reported that the title of and the material
to be covered in the physical science course had been changed
nearly every year, and he further stated:
The course in our school has for all practical purposes
been one in which five easy credits can be had- .. not educationally sound, but wtth the limit of books, sound aims
and organization, it fiounders around each year, depending
upon the interests of the person who happens to be teaching
lt.

One teacher felt that the course in physical science "must

be taught by physics and chemtstry teachers who reslat 'reconstruc ..
tion. ' This is the largest problem facing the course. " Another
teacher stated that, "Better attitudes are needed by those who
teach the course. 11 Two other teachers commented on this aspect,
one of whom indicated that training in geology, meteorology, and
astronomy was necessary as well as in chemistry and physics.
Four teachers' comments revealed that the course was going to be discontinued in their schools after completion

ot the

current school year. The reasons given for this acUon disclosed
some additional limitations and some which had been previously
mentioned. One teacher stated that the course was being discontinued "because there ts too much duplication of general science and
biology. 11 Another indicated that the course was "too difficult for
about half the class and hardly good enough for the rest" and that it
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was being replaced by courses in earth science and practtca.1 physics.
Another teacher commented that he felt the text was "good and the
course interesting if the caliber of the students is high enough, "
but that the course ''became a dumping ground for fiunk-outs and
people who just needed that one more credit, " This course was
being replaced by a "more practical course for shop boys." The
fourth teacher indicated that, "Physical science will be dropped

at \":the] end of the school year to allow for science in seventh and
eighth grades, due to [aJ reduction in the science staff."
The remaining comments were difficult to classify in terms

ot specific values and limitations, but it was felt that many of them
were intere&ttng and were pertinent to the survey. Two of them were
explained tn the sections of the text to which they pertained. The
remaining comments were listed as follows:
Trend I believe in north California is toward etting
as many students on the eighth and ninth grade levels to
commit themselves tn required general science classes
to mathematical sciences as far as possible. In larger
schools one or two sections should be for non-math
students.
This ts a non laboratory course designed for those who
elect biology as the science graduation requirement. It
is meant to gtve a survey of the physical sciences.
The teaching of fundamental principles ts sought above
all else. It ts intended that these be supported by adeguate
factual information. but the intention ts to stress ideas and
to give practice in their application in new situations.
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There is a constant danger that a. course of this kind will
have too much breadth and too little depth.
Since physical science is a substitute course for physics
for those non-college students or students that are not
qualUied to take physics, the teacher should put more emphasis on the practical aspects rather than theory.
We have one course organized on a two.. semester basis
so that it covers the same physics units each half year
that are being covered in physics. But tt ts leas technical
and alao includes half of the non-physics material.
This allows us to transfer failing physics students at
m1d•year and let them finish the physics work on a less
technical basis, but with additional material in the other
fields.
As in so many cases time limitaUons cut down on the
a.mount of work accomplished. More field work would be
valuable but is difficult to arrange because of time restrictions and conflicts with other course work.
Our physical science has been a popular course in our
school.
Our physical science course ts offered as a terminal
course in a sequence of courses consisting of general bioloo:y,
general chemistry, and senior science. Those taking the
course have, for the most part, followed a general curriculum
and plan no further formal schooling. The class is ninety-five
per cent boys.
As practlced in most public schools, we believe that
general sc.ience or physical science has little value save for
entertaining the student. We avoid this by stressing the
importance of the study- -not its entertainment value.
This course ls taught to a limited number of students
taking vocational trade classes.

CHAPTER V
THE SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was ( 1) to determine the predominant characteristics, content, function, and place of the course
in physical science in relation to the over-all science program,
(2) to disclose some of the current practices found to be most

applicable to the course, and (3) to determine the most important
values and limitations of the course as it has currently been taught.
This study was considered important, as very little of the literature
available has pertained directly to what was actually being done by
those who taught the course in physical science.

Printed questionnaires were sent to 217 high schools and
8 school districts. with accompanying letters addressed to the heads
of the department of science.

The questionnaire was designed to

ascertain (1) pertinent data about the schools, (2) current practices
being used in the teaching of the course, and (3) predominant
characteristics, content, function, and place of the course. One
hundred and three questionnaires from twenty-four states and the
District of Columbia were returned.

The data for the survey were

obtained from the eighty-seven of these schools which presently
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taught or had in the past taught the course in physical science. The
enrollments of these schools varied from a low of 85 students to a
high of over 4, 300 students, although the greatest number of schools
had enrollments between 200 and 2, 000 students.

I. SUMMARY

The c?aracteristics, content, function, and place of the

cour~

e.

In summarizing the characteristics and content of the high
school course in physical science it was found that:
1. Most schools taught the course in the eleventh and twelfth
grades, with a small percentage of schools offering it in the

ninth and tenth grades.
2. The course was generally taught for a full year; although a few
schools offered it for one semester, and one school offered a
two-year course.
3. Although a small group of schools taught the course before
World War ll, the figures definitely indicated an increasing

growth of the number o! schools offering the course tn the
post... war years.
4. Fourteen different titles were indicated for the course.
although Physical Science, or the similar title Physical Science
Survey, was being used by the majority of the schools.
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5.

The course content varied greatly, although nearly all of the
schools included at least "some" chemistry and physics; in
general, these subjects constituted the majority of the
curriculum, with varying amounts of time spent on the other
physical sciences. The mean per cent of time spent on each

or the

subject areas was as follows: astronomy, ten per cent;

chemistry. twenty-three per cent; physics, thirty-five per
cent; meteorology, sixteen per cent; and geology and physical
geography, sixteen per cent.
The responses which concerned the function and place of
the course were summarized as follows:
1.

The course functioned in 83 per cent of the schools as a terminal
course for non-science majors; i.t served in a small number of
schools as a substitute for chemistry or physics; and it
functioned in a few .schools as a step in the sequence of courses
to provide a background for further high school study in chemistry,
physics. or other physical uciences.
schools indicated more than one

or the

Thirty-five per cent of the
above functio·ns for the

course.
2.

Only fourteen per cent of the schools indicated that the course
was required, and the majority of these schools indicated that
it was required only if another science course was not taken
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to fulfill the science requirement for graduation.
3.

In 60 per cent of the schools, the course was developed primarily
to aid slow learners.

Current practices used in te!£!1ing the course.
The areas included in this study as current practices were
(1) .materials used in teaching the course: (2) activities used in

conjunction with the course, such as (a) laboratory work, (b) field
trips, (c) resource persons, (d) science hobbies, and (e) science
projects; and practices used to (a) teach the scientific method and
its application to everyday living, (b) build a scientific vocabulary,
(c) develop open-mindedness, scientific curiosity, healthy skepticism,

and sustained critical thinking, and (d) develop an appreciation of

science.

In summarizing the responses which pertained to materials
used in teaching the course it was found that:

1.

Most schools used a single textbook, although seventeen per
cent of the schools reported the use of more than one or of a
set of texts, and nearly fifty per cent of the schools indicated
the use of supplementary reading materials in one form or
another.

2. The materials other than textbooks which were used included
films and filmstrips; the publications "Current Science and
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Aviation" and "Science Newsletter.

11

pamphlets, booklets,

brochures, and science magazines: reference books and
additional textbooks; charts, pictures, globes, maps, and
models; teaching a.ids from General Motors, General Electric,
and other industrial concerns; and workbooks, laboratory
manuals. and demonstration and laboratory equipment.
3.

A large number of teachers indicated that difficulties had
been encountered in securing adequate textbooks. The difficulties indicated were (1) a la.ck of good texts on the market
from which to choose, (2) general administrative regulations
for securing texts, (3) that no texts were available which suited
the purposes of the individual courses, and (4) that texts were

not keyed to the ability levels or the students taking the course.
4.

Nearly all of the schools reported that appropriate films and
filmstrips were readily available. Only two teachers indicated
a lack of published film m.aterial, and a few teachers indicated
difficulties in scheduling films at the desired times or were

concerned with the expense involved in securing film material.
A summary ot activities used in teaching the courtae was

as follcws:
l.

Seventy-nine per cent of the schools were using more than one
type of laboratory work in teaching the course. In terms of
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total figures, ninety-five per cent of the schools were using
teacher demonstrations, fifty-eight per cent were using student
demonstrations, forty-six per cent were using occasional
laboratory periods as needed, and eighteen per cent of the

schools were using frequent or regularly scheduled laboratory
periods. The combination most frequently indicated waa
occasional laboratory periods, student demonstrations, and
teacher demonstrations; and the next most frequently mentioned combination was student and teacher demonstrations.
2.

In regard to which type of laboratory work the teachers felt
would be best suited to the course, many suggestions were
given.

The largest number of teachers felt that student partici-

pation in demonstrations and experiments would be of the most
value, although it was indicated that in many schools the large

class enrollments and/ or a lack of adequate laboratory facilities
made this practice impractical or impossible. A considerable
number of teachers felt that teacher demonstration or student
and teacher demonstration were most applicable to this course.
3.

Nearly fifty per cent of the teachers used field trips in conjunction with the course. The number of trips taken varied
from "zero to_ one 11 to 11 eight to ten. 11 The largest number of the
field trips described were visits to manufacturir.J; rlants and
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industrial concerns; a considerable number were visits to
science exhibits and scientific operations; and a small number
were visits to public utilities and trips to observe geological
formations.

4. Only thirty-seven per cent of the schools invited resource
persons to visit the physical science class. although an
additional small per cent of the schools indicated that persons
from the scientific fields spoke occasionally or frequently in
the all-school assemblies. Most of the schools who did invite
resource persons to the class indicated that they had two or
three persons a year, and they were generally persons from
public services. industry, or scientific fields.
5.

A variety of methods were used by the teachers to encourage
interest in science hobbies. These included: (1) constant
encouragement or emphasis and continuously making appro•
priate suggestions, (2) reading. (3) class discussions.
(4) encouraging or requiring projects, and (5) science clubs.
Twenty-s1.x per cent of the teachers replied that little or
nothing was done in this area.

6.

Only twenty-nine per cent of the teachers required science

projects, although most of the teachers encouraged this
activity. Encouragement was given through (1) suggestions
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and help when needed, (2) encouraging the students to display
their projects, (3) science clubs, (4) the use of demonstrations
· and films, and (5) giving special recognition and commendation.
Sixty .. seven per cent of the schools offered availability to the

students of either. local or state science fairs, shows, displays,
or contests for science scholarships as ways of receiving
l

'

recognition for their projects.
A summary was made of the additional practices used in

teaching the course as follows:
1.

Seventeen per cent of the teachers felt that the scientific
method and its application to everyday living could best be
approached through activities such as .(1) project's, (2) labor•
I

atory experiments and demonstrations, and (3) working out
specific everyday problems which involved the use of the

scientific method. Eleven per cent of the teachers approached
this area through the use of class discussions and reports
on
I
material the students had read from the textbooks, periodicals,
and newspapers; seven per cent of the teachers combined the use

of reference materials and discussions with activities; and
thirty-two per cent of the teachers reported that they stressed
this aspect throughout the duration of the course.
. 2.

Over fifty-five per cent of the teachers placed a great deal of
emphasis on the teaching of a scientific vocabulary. This was
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done in twenty per cent of the classes by (1) constantly calling
attention to and defining all new terms which arose in the daily
work either from the textbooks or other sources, (2) stressing
the importance of their application, and (3) encouraging the
students to always use correct terms in all oral and written
work. It was done in fourteen per cent of the classes by
encouraging the students to observe the correct usage of
scientific terms in the textbooks. other reference books,
periodicals, and newspapers; and eighteen per cent of the
teachers had organized vocabulary training programs which
included regular or frequent drills, quizzes, or tests, and
which often included practices from one or both of the above
groups.
3. In regard to what was being done to develop open-mindedness,

scientific curiosity., healthy skepticism, and sustained
critical thinking, nineteen per cent of the teachers who
replied to this question indicated that little could be done

due to the grade level of the students or to the fact that their
classes were composed primarily of slow learners who could
not grasp these concepts. However. nearly fifty per cent of
the teachers made attempts to approach these aspects.

The

most predominant practices used were (1) to encourage the
students to do outside reading from books, magazines, periodicals,
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and newspaper articles on scientific material, current events,

and new discoveries, (2) to hold class discussions, reports,
or debates, and (3) to present problem-solving situations to
the students.
4.

Sixty per cent of the teachers indicated what was done to
develop an appreciation of science.

They approached this

aspect through (l) activities, (2) stressing the idea that
science is the basis for all progress, (3) stressing the
historical study of science, the study of current science,
or both, and/or (4) stressing the application of science to
everyday living.

The presominant practices used were

(1) class discussions and reports, (2) the use ot audio-visual

materials, (3) supplementary reading, (4) projects, (5) student

demonstrations and experiments, (6) field trips, and (7) giving
concrete examples of practical applications.
The values and limitations of the course.
The values and limitations were ascertained from (1) the
schools' responses concerning the college acceptance of the course
in physical science in their areas, (2) the reasons given for having
discontinued the course from the schools which had taken this
action, and (3) additional comments from the persons who completed
the questionnaires.
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The college acceptance aspect was summarized as follows:
1. · Eighty-two per cent of the teachers responding to this question
indicated that some, many, or all of the colleges in their areas
accepted the course as a science requirement for entrance of
non-science majors.
2.

Thirty-nine per cent of the teachers responding to this question
indicated that no colleges accepted the course as a science
requirement for entrance of science majors. Thirty-six per
cent of the teachers indicated that some colleges accepted the
course as an entrance requirement for science majors, and a
few indicated that many or all of the colleges accepted the course
for science majors.

Four limitations of the course in physical science were
brought out in the reasons expressed for having discontinued it. They

were
1.

The course did not meet the college needs of the students.

2.

The course had attracted students who were seeking only an
easy credit.

3.

The course was too general and limited to be effective.

4.

There was a lack of adequately prepared persons to teach such
a course.
Twenty-eight per cent of the comments received on the

questionnaires pertained to values of the course in physical science.
The most frequently indicated values were summarized as follows:
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l.

The students gained from the course a broad. over-all viewpoint of science and its practical applications to their everyday living that such specific courses as chemistry or physics
could not give.

2.

The course was of value to slow learning students who could
not do the work tn chemistry or physics.

3.

The course was of considerable value for students not going
on to college.
Thirty-eight per cent of the comments received were in

terms of limitations of the course. These comments were

summarized as f ollowa:
1.

The course was in a developmental stage and would require
considerable reorganization.

2.

The course bad become a "dumping ground" for over-age
students, students who presented disciplinary problems,
those seeking only an easy credit, and the slow learners.

3.

Teachers are needed with more adequate training and more
interest in the course.
II. THE CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of the study were stated as follows:
l.

The course in peyateal science was generally taught for one
year's duration to eleventh and twelfth grade students.
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2.

There has been a definite increase in the number of courses
in physical science since World War 11.

3.

The wide diversity in subject matter content for the course
still persisted.

4.

The course

function~d

predominantly as a terminal course

for non-science majors.
5.

The course was widely used to aid slow learners.

6.

The physical science textbooks available have not proven to
be entirely satisfactory and further research is needed in this

area.
7.

Those teaching this course have made extensive use of the
supplementary materials available.

8.

Teacher and student demonstrations were used extensively
in conjunction with this course.

9.

Field trips and projects were used frequently in teaching the

course.
10.

Considerable effort was made to develop a scientific vocabulary.

11.

Colleges have generally accepted this course for entrance of
non-science majors.
The position of the course in physical science has yet to be

clearly defined. It is basically in a developmental stage and in need
of continued reorganization.

Because of this, some schools have
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become dissatisfied with the academic accomplishments of the
students taking this course.

Often it has proved unattractive to the

average or above average student and at times has become a
11

durnping ground" for the slow learner and the problem student.

In addition, it has been difficult to procure teachers with broad
training in all of the physical science fields and with the ability
to work with and understand the type of student most often
attracted to this course. However, it was encouraging to note
that the public schools are endeavoring to provide a course to
enlarge the scientific background of the non-science student and
give the student a broad, over-all view of the physical sciences
and their applications to everyday living.
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APPENDIX A

(The Questionnaire)
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A QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEYING
THE HIGH SCHOOL COURSE
IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Please Complete the
priate Response.

Following~ Circle

the Appro-

1. How many students are enrolled in your
school?

----

2.

Wh~t

3.

a. Does your school now teach a cour.e in
Rhysical science?
YES
NO

grades are taught in your school?

b. If no, has your school taught this course
in the past?
YES
NO
c. What year was it first aught?
d. If this course has been discontinued in your
school, please give some of the most important reasons why.

4. For which grade level is this course
designed?
5. What is the duration of this course?
SEMESTER

FULL YEAR Other
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f.

What othe'l" science courses are offered by
your school?
GENERAL SCIENCE

BIOLOGY

PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY

7.

What t.s the exact title of the course in physical
science taught in your school?

8

a. Please give the title and author of the physical science textbook you. now use. - - - - -

b. What other types of teaching materials do
you use?

c. What difficulties have arisen in securing ade quate, up-to-date textbooks and other materials?

9.

a. ls this course required by your school?
! .

YES NO

b. Is this course dt.sigr..ed as a terminal
course for non-science majors?
YES NO
c. Does this course substitute for chemistry
or physics in your school's curriculum?
YES NO
d. Was this course primarily developed to aid
slow learners?
YES NO
e. Was this course designed as a step in the
sequence of courses to provide a background
for further high school study in chemistry,
physics, or other physical sciences? ·
YES NO
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I

10. How many of the colleges in your area accept
this course as part of the science requirement
for entrance of:
Non-Science
Majo""I"s?

ALL

MANY

SOME

NONE

Science
Majors?

ALL

MANY

SOME

NONE

11. About what percentage of time is used to explore
the following subject areas?
Astronomy

Physics

Chemistry

Meteorology

-----------~

---------

Geology & Physical Geography

------------------

12. a. How many field trips are taken in conjunction with this course?
b. Which "field trips do you feel are most valuable?

13. What type of laboratory work is done in this
course? (Check more than one if appropriate)
Frequent or regularly scheduled
laboratory periods
Occasional laboratory periods as
needed or at the teacher's discretion

-----

Student demonstrations
Teacher demonstrations
14. What do you feel would be the best type of
laboratory experience for this course?
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15. a.- How many resource persons are invited
to- the class during the course? - - - b. Which of these do you feel are most
valuable?

16. What is done in teaching this
courage science hobbies?

course to en-

17. a. Are student science projects required?
YES NO
b. What is do:tie to stimulate student interest
in science projects?

c. What opportunities are available to the
students for displaying and receiving recognition for thei:i: projects? (For example,
science fairs, science shows, etc.)

18. a. Are films on the appropriate subjects
readily available?
YES NO
b. If not, what difficulties arise in securing
the proper films and film strips?

c. Which fil111s and film strips have you found
most valuable?
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.

'

19. What is done in conjunction with this course
to accomplish•the following?

•

a. The teaching•of tl\'e scientific method.and
its application to every day living.

b. The building of a scientific vocabulary.

c. The development of open mindedness,
scientific curiosity, healthy skepticism,
and sustained critical thinking.
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d. The development of an appreciation of·
science.

Zll. Additional \~formation and comments you feel
pertinent to this survey.

Thank you for filling out this questionnaire. Please
return it in the enclosed self addressed envelope
to:
Physical Science Survey·
Central Washington College
of Education

Box 61
Ellensburg, Washington

!:
t

APPENDIX B
(The Letter Which Accompanied the Questionnaire)

...

:

Physice.l Science nurvey
· . Box 61, Cen1:;ral Washington
·'College of Education
. Ellensbur-g, Washington

..
He.ad of the

Dep~tmen t

.·
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of' $¢1ence ...

-~.

Dear Sir:
Preliminary resee.rch -indicates that your school
may have taught or may now be teaching a course µi
physical science. As this course is a comparative+y
recent addition to, the high school science curriculum,
most of the information ava.ilable is theoretical in
nature end does not pertain to what is being. done in.
the classroom. This survey was designed as an attempt
to answer some of the quest5.ons which may arise concerning what is actually being done by those who teach
the high school course in physical science.

\,!'.

..

'~ . ~. ·~ •f . ..

••

'•

The ~urvey includes questions of general in1ormation and questions taken from sets of objectives for
the teaching of high school science. It is hoped· that:.
the results of this survey may be of some help to
(1) administrators, supervisors, end others who are
considering this course as an addition to their present
science program, (2) teachers in the field who may be
eXpected.to teach the course in the future, and (3)
teachers in training who wish to prepare themselves
for teaching this course.
r

The enclosed questionnaire may be filled out by
the head of the science department or by the physi~~l
science teacher. Although the last few questions may
take some e.dditional time and effort, your cooperat'iott
in filling out all the questions as completely as
~;/
possible will be very nmch appreciated. P.ny· additional
in.forine.tion which you .feel would be o.f value may be
written on the reverse side of this letter or on ah;
a.ddi tiona.l sheet of pa.per and returned with the qu&S•
tionnaire in the stamped, self-addressed envelope.·
Thank you for your help and cooperation.
Sincerely,

Kenneth H. Johnson
Graduate Assistant

. !I'

~...

.

APPENDIX C

(The Reminder Card)

Library
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C""~tml ~,V,nHn("!'ton CoUege

JUST A REMINDER:
A response to the PHYSICAL SCIENCE SURVEY sent to your
school has not yet been ~ived. Your cooperallo~ in completing
.
and returning it as soon as possible, if you have not already done so,
'

will be appreciated.
Thank you very much.

, '".
ewct Box

PHYSICAL SCIENCE SURVEY
'

61
Ellenaburg, Wubington

--'

